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LUNCH BREAK AT
CAYOOSH

Lunch time at Cayoosh Elementary is an options-filled time of day for
the whole school community. A recent lunch time visit gave us an
opportunity to talk to students and see the enthusiasm in action. 

We know that most students thrive with routine and structure in
place. It is clear that the lunch time options are set up to allow all
students access to popular choices through the week. 

Some older students contribute to their school by volunteering as
lunch monitors for younger groups of students. They open containers,
wipe up spills, have conversations, read books and deliver meals, all
things that showcase how Cayoosh students see themselves as
community members. 

The Gathering Place is a popular option for students at lunch time.
There is a beading station, along with opportunities to draw, to play,
and to colour. Students used every minute of time in this special place
within their school to do the things they love. 

Other popular choices observed were outside play and the Lego room! 

choice, voice and community building
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INVESTIGATING
SYMMETRY

Ms. Cumming's students at Cache Creek Elementary School went
on an outdoor walk to find examples of symmetry in nature or on
the school playground after they learned about symmetry in their 
 classroom. 

They were eager explorers and many cries of "that's symmetrical!"
and "that is not symmetrical!" could be heard along the hike.

Students were happy to explain why a particular object they
identified, for example a tree with different branches on each side,
didn't fit the criteria of symmetry.  

Place-based learning - exploring the spaces that we live in - can
make deep connections that result in deeper learning for
everyone!

kindergarteners get curious

STUDENTS SHOWCASE LEARNING

Anatomy and Physiology students, along with their teacher Ms. Zado, hosted an Exhibition of Learning at Desert Sands
Community School. They showcased their learning focused on a topic of interest.

Presentations included the decomposition of an owl, effects of radiation on the body, types of cancer throughout the digestive
system, and the affects of both alcohol and other drugs on a growing fetus. The connections students made to the next steps
in their investigations and to post secondary areas of study suggest that this Exhibition was not an end point in their
exploration. Rather, the projects are jumping off points to deeper learning in these students' futures. 

Student presented with confidence and enthusiasm to peers, parents, community members, and staff. 

mid year exhibition a highlight near the end of the course


